
  
Marshall   Pass,   Fiordland   National   Park   
Access   the   Milford   Track   on   foot   via   Dore   Pass   or   save   time   and   take   the   boat   used   by   the   Great   Walkers   to   
reach   Glade   Wharf.     
Once   on   the   Milford   Track,   walk   the   track   past   Clinton   Hut   and   to   Kākāpō   Point   and   the   junction   of   the   Clinton   
River   North   and   West   branches,     
The   rest   of   the   journey   is   off   track   and   navigation   skills   will   be   required.   It   is   possible   to   follow   traplines   in   the   
North   Branch,   providing   reasonably   good   travel   up   the   valley.     
At   Epidote   Cataract,   climb   alongside   the   cataract,   on   the   true   left.   Travel   can   be   difficult   especially   towards   the   
head   of   the   cataract   at   Flower   Fall.   A   route   alongside   Flower   Fall   looks   improbable   and   a   slip   has   ripped   away   
a   section   of   the   route   described   in    Moir’s   Guide .   However,   an   exposed   line   can   be   found   through   the   bluffs.   
The   route   tops   near   the   outlet   of   Lake   Iceberg.   
Head   around   the   easter   shore   of   the   lake   to   reach   the   far   side   and   begin   the   lake   head   where   there   are   good   
campsites.   A   grassy   ramp   leads   to   the   base   of   some   bluffs   and   then   there   are   narrow   ledges   filled   with   scrub.   
It’s   steep   and   airy   and   care   is   required.   The   terrain   finally   mellows   out   to   steep   tussock   slopes   before   reaching   
the   ridge   line   and   Marshall   Pass.   There   is   excellent   camping   at   the   pass,   but   little   water.     
Descend   into   the   Joes   River   down   hundreds   of   metres   of   warm   granite   slabs.   Virgin   streams   feed   tranquil   
pools   of   turquoise   water,   becoming   increasingly   large   and   impressive.   All   set   against   a   backdrop   of   mountain   
Goliaths.     
At   the   bushline   travel   becomes   much   more   difficult   to   find   a   way   through   the   scrubby   vegetation   and   hidden   
rocky   crevasses.   After   several   hours,   the   Joes   should   be   reached   and   it   is   possible   to   follow   more   traplines   
here.   First   sticking   to   the   true   right   of   the   river   and   then   switching   to   the   true   left   after   rounding   the   big   bend   
before   Surprise   Creek.   A   camp   will   need   to   be   made   somewhere   in   the   valley   and   ensure   yo   have   plenty   of   
insect   repellent   to   help   keep   the   sand   flies   at   bay..   
The   final   day   involves   sticking   to   the   true   left   of   the   Joes   River   and   crossing   a   swampy   section   near   Lake   Ada.   
Then   the   Arthur   River   needs   to   be   forded   –   there   is   a   shallow   section   which   can   be   crossed   on   foot   in   low   flow   
downstream   of   the   Poseidon   Creek   bridge.     
Back   on   the   Milford   Track,   all   that   is   left   to   do   is   to   walk   to   Sandfly   Point   and   the   boat   to   Milford   Sound.   
  

Wild   File   
Access    From   the   Dore   Pass   Track   on   the   Milford   Highway.   Or   take   the   boat   from   Te   Anau   to   Glade   Wharf   
Grade    Difficult   
Time    4-5   days   
Distance    51.3km   
Total   ascent    2937m   
Topo50   Map    CB08   
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Disclaimer :   While   every   effort   has   been   made   to   map   this   route   correctly,    Wilderness    does   not   accept   responsibility   for   any   errors.   Users   should   plan   their   routes   and   gather   as   much   information   as   
possible   before   departing.   The   GPX   file   associated   with   this   route   has   been   drawn   using   Memory-Map   software,   version   6.   Use   discretion   when   following   the   route,   especially   when   no   

track   is   marked   on   the   map.    The   GPX   file   in   these   cases   is   a   ‘best   guess’   of   the   route.   Users   should   use    GPS,   visual   observations,   maps   and   compass   to   find   their   way     
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